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Abstract
In this paper, we present a hybrid method for the solution of a class of
composite semismooth equations encountered frequently in applications.
The method is obtained by combining a generalized finite difference New-
ton method to a inexpensive direct search method. We prove that, under
standard assumptions, the method is globally convergent with a local rate
of convergence which is superlinear or quadratic. We also report several
numerical results obtained applying the method to suitable reformulations
of well known nonlinear complementarity problems.
Keywords: Nonsmooth systems, generalized Newton methods, hy-
brid methods, global convergence.
1 Introduction
Let us consider the problem of solving the system of nonlinear equations
H(x) = 0 (1)
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where H : IRn 7→ IRn is assumed to be a composite semismooth function of
the form H(x) = (Φ ◦ G)(x), being G : IRn 7→ IRm a smooth function and
Φ : IRm 7→ IRn a semismooth one with a simpler structure with respect to H.
Alternatively, the case H(x) = (E ◦Ψ)(x) could be considered, with Ψ : IRn 7→
IRm semismooth and E : IRm 7→ IRn smooth. The analysis of the latter case is
almost the same of the former, with a few minor modifications, so it is omitted
here.
Problems of the considered class are frequent in applications, for example
they arise from proper reformulations of nonlinear complementarity problems
and of the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions for variational inequalities problems,
or from the discretization of some nondifferentiable Dirichlet problems (Refs. 1-
4).
A general approach to the solution of semismooth systems, introduced in
Refs. 5-6, consists in using generalized Newton methods, in which the scheme is
the same as the classical Newton method, but the Jacobian matrix is replaced
by the Clarke generalized Jacobian or other proper generalizations. While such
generalized Jacobians can be easily computed on simple academic test prob-
lems, this is not true for problems coming from real applications. For composite
semismooth functions some recent papers suggested to use mixed strategies eas-
ier to apply to the latter problems. For example, the idea of applying different
techniques to the “smooth part” and to the “nonsmooth part” was recently
considered by some authors (see Ref. 2 and references therein); in particular, in
Ref. 4 a secant method is proposed using difference approximations of the Jaco-
bian of the smooth component G and generalized Jacobians of the nonsmooth
component Φ.
Most of the previous methods, under proper assumptions, were proved to be
locally convergent with superlinear or quadratic rate of convergence. In recent
years, several authors have proposed globally convergent modifications of gen-
eralized Newton methods for some classes of nonsmooth problems. The global
convergence is usually obtained by using some linesearch strategy (Refs. 6-7).
More robust global algorithms are obtained combining some generalizations of
Newton method with the steepest descent method for a smooth merit function
(Refs. 8-9). We remark that the availability of a smooth merit function is
an essential factor in the analysis and design of most global methods. In fact,
they are applied to nonsmooth equations, arising from nonlinear complementar-







Numerical results in literature show that, as in the smooth case, the hy-
brid approach is very promising also for this class of nonsmooth systems. Here
we propose a hybrid method for composite semismooth equations with smooth
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natural merit function: it combines a fast local Newton-type method with line-
search (the basic method) with a cheap global direct search method for the
minimization of θ(x) (the auxiliary method). The idea is the following: if the
basic method fails to find a new iterate within a reasonable computational effort,
we suppose that the used search direction or the local model is not adequate
and we turn to the auxiliary method. The basic method exploits the suggestion
in Ref. 4, using finite difference approximations of the Jacobian matrices of G;
the auxiliary method is a derivative-free method which only needs to evaluate
the objective function at suitable points around the iterates. The discretization
steplengths in the basic method are chosen in such a way that all the com-
puted values of G are reused by the auxiliary method if a switch occurs. In this
way, turning to the auxiliary method results to be an inexpensive tool to avoid
breakdown or stalling. The combination of finite difference Newton methods
and direct search methods appeared to give rise to very robust schemes in the
smooth case (Refs. 10-11) and this suggested to use a similar approach also in
the nonsmooth case.
The hybrid method is described in Section 2 and it is proved to be globally
convergent under standard assumptions, with superlinear or quadratic rate of
convergence. The application of the proposed method to nonlinear complemen-
tarity problems is shown in Section 3, where several numerical experiments on
well known test problems from literature are reported. From the results we
obtained, the method seems to be robust and reliable, while some suggestions
are deduced to further improve its performance. Section 4 contains some final
comments and perspectives.
Throughout the paper ‖ · ‖ will represent the 2-norm of a vector or matrix.
Further, a continuously differentiable function F will be said to be a C1-function
and F ′(x) will denote its Jacobian evaluated at x; if, moreover, F ′ is locally
Lipschitzian, F will be said to be a LC1-function. Finally, the gradient of a
smooth real function f : IRn 7→ IR evaluated at x will be denoted by ∇f(x).
Below we report some basic definitions and results from nonsmooth analysis
(Refs. 5-6, 12).
If H : IRn 7→ IRn is a locally Lipschitzian function, according to Radema-
cher’s theorem H is differentiable almost everywhere. Let DH be the set of
points at which H is differentiable. The B-subdifferential of H at x is defined
as
∂BH(x) = { lim
xk→x
H ′(xk) : xk ∈ DH}
and the Clarke generalized Jacobian of H at x is
∂H(x) = co∂BH(x).
Definition 1.1 H : IRn 7→ IRn is said to be semismooth at x if it is locally





exists for any d ∈ IRn.
Proposition 1.1 If H : IRn 7→ IRn is semismooth at x then it is directionally
differentiable at x and for any d→ 0 and W ∈ ∂H(x+ d) we have
Wd−H ′(x; d) = o(‖d‖),
where H ′(x; d) denotes the directional derivative of H at x in the direction d,
and
H(x+ d)−H(x)−Wd = o(‖d‖).
Definition 1.2 H : IRn 7→ IRn is said to be strongly semismooth at x if it is
semismooth at x and if
Wd−H ′(x; d) = O(‖d‖2)
for any d→ 0 and W ∈ ∂H(x+ d).
Proposition 1.2 If H : IRn 7→ IRn is strongly semismooth at x then
H(x+ d)−H(x)−Wd = O(‖d‖2)
for any d→ 0 and W ∈ ∂H(x+ d).
2 Hybrid Method
The generalized Newton method for solving (1) can be described as follows:
given xk ∈ IRn, compute xk+1 by
xk+1 = xk + dk, dk = −W−1k H(xk)
where Wk ∈ ∂H(xk), as in [5], or Wk ∈ ∂BH(xk), as in [6].
It is known that the computation of iteration matrices in ∂H(xk) or ∂BH(xk)
is, in general, a not easy task for problems coming from real applications and
moreover it can be very expensive, even for composite functions. As suggested
in [4], for x ∈ IRn, we consider the pseudo Jacobian J(x) of H given by
J(x) = {W ∈ IRn×n : W = UG′(x), U ∈ ∂BΦ(y)|y=G(x)}.
We suppose that some elements of ∂BΦ(y) are actually computable at a
low cost and we approximate G′(x) by finite difference. Given a discretization
steplength h ∈ IR, h 6= 0, we use the finite difference approximation Gh(x) of
G′(x) defined as follows:
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Gh(x)ej = (G(x+ hej)−G(x))/h, j = 1, ..., n, (2)
where ej is the j-th coordinate vector in IRn. We remark that (2) corresponds
to forward or backward differences according to the sign of h. By using (2), a
finite difference pseudo Jacobian can be defined in a natural way as the set
Jh(x) = {W ∈ IRn×n : W = UGh(x), U ∈ ∂BΦ(y)|y=G(x)}. (3)
The following Lemma states conditions ensuring the nonsingularity of the
matrices in Jh(x). This Lemma slightly generalizes Lemma 5.2 in [4], where h
is assumed equal to ε‖H(x)‖ for some positive constant ε; since in [4] the proof
is omitted, here we give the complete proof to the reader’s convenience.
Lemma 2.1 Let H = Φ◦G, with Φ locally Lipschitzian and G a LC1-function.
Let x∗ ∈ IRn be such that all the matrices W∗ ∈ J(x∗) are nonsingular. Then
there exist a neighborhood N∗ of x∗ and two constants hˆ, C > 0 such that all the
matrices W ∈ Jh(x), with x ∈ N∗ and |h| < hˆ, are nonsingular and ‖W−1‖ ≤
C.
Proof. Since ∂BΦ(·) is upper semicontinuous, i.e. for each ε > 0 there exists
δ1 > 0 such that if ‖y1 − y2‖ < δ1 then ∂BΦ(y1) ⊂ ∂BΦ(y2) + εB, where B is
the open unit ball in IRm×n ([12]), it follows that for every U1 ∈ ∂BΦ(y1) there
exists U2 ∈ ∂BΦ(y2) such that ‖U1 −U2‖ < ε. Besides, due to the continuity of
G, there exists δˆ1 such that if ‖x−x∗‖ < δˆ1 then ‖G(x)−G(x∗)‖ < δ1. Finally,
since G′ is Lipschitzian, it is easily proved that for each ε > 0 there exist δ2 > 0
and hˆ > 0 such that if ‖x− x∗‖ < δ2 and |h| < hˆ, then ‖G′(x∗)−Gh(x)‖ < ε.
Let ε > 0 be given and x such that ‖x− x∗‖ < δ, with δ = min(δˆ1, δ2). Let
us take any W = UGh(x), with |h| < hˆ and U ∈ ∂BΦ(y)|y=G(x). Corresponding
to U there exists U∗ ∈ ∂BΦ(y)|y=G(x∗) such that ‖U − U∗‖ < ε; let us pose
W∗ = U∗G′(x∗) and consider the quantity ‖W∗ −W‖. We have
‖W∗−W‖ = ‖U∗G′(x∗)− UG′(x∗) + UG′(x∗)− UGh(x)‖ ≤
≤ ‖U∗−U‖‖G′(x∗)‖+ (‖U−U∗‖+ ‖U∗‖)‖G′(x∗)−Gh(x)‖ ≤
≤ ε(‖G′(x∗)‖+ ε+ ‖U∗‖) =: C∗.
By assumption, the matrix W∗ is nonsingular; then,
‖I −W−1∗ W‖ ≤ ‖W−1∗ ‖‖W∗ −W‖ ≤ ‖W−1∗ ‖C∗
and, by fixing ε in such a way that ‖I −W−1∗ W‖ < 1, the perturbation lemma
can be applied. This yields
‖W−1W∗‖ ≤ 1/(1− ‖I −W−1∗ W‖),
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from which it follows
‖W−1‖ ≤ ‖W−1W∗‖‖W−1∗ ‖ ≤ ‖W−1∗ ‖/(1− ‖I −W−1∗ W‖) ≤
≤ ‖W−1∗ ‖/(1− ‖W−1∗ ‖C∗) =: C. 2
By using (3), a finite difference generalized Newton method can be defined
as follows:
xk+1 = xk + dk, dk = −W−1k H(xk), Wk ∈ Jhk(xk) (4)
where the steplength hk has to be properly chosen. The convergence properties
of method (4) are stated in the following theorem: the proof can be easily
obtained by the one given in [4] for Theorem 5.3 and therefore it is omitted.
Theorem 2.1 Let x∗ be a solution of (1) and let H = Φ◦G, with Φ semismooth
at G(x∗) and G a LC1-function. Suppose that all the matrices W∗ ∈ J(x∗) are
nonsingular. Then there exist a neighborhood N∗ of x∗ and hˆ > 0 such that, if
|hk| < hˆ for every k, the iterative procedure (4) is well defined in N∗ and the
sequence generated by it converges to x∗. If hk → 0, the rate of convergence is
superlinear. If hk = O(‖xk − x∗‖) and Φ is strongly semismooth at G(x∗), then
the rate of convergence is quadratic.
Method (4) has therefore nice local properties. In order to construct a global
method based upon it, we may first of all endow it with a linesearch strategy:
given β ∈ (0, 1), λ ∈ (0, 1) and M > 0, we look for the smallest index j ∈
{0, ...,M} such that
‖H(xk + λjdk)‖ < (1− λjβ)‖H(xk)‖.
If such an index is found, the iteration is successful: we set λk = λj and
xk+1 = xk + λkdk. We remark that only a fixed number of trials are allowed
in this strategy. This is reasonable taking into account that the direction dk
given by the finite difference method (4) can fail to be a descent direction;
further, from a practical point of view, too small steplengths λk have to be
avoided. Method (4) with the linesearch strategy now described will be our
basic method, named b-method in the sequel.
If, for a given xk, the computed matrix Wk is singular or the linesearch is
not successful, we turn to the auxiliary method, named a-method, which is a





As in all direct search methods ([13]), the search of xk+1 in the a-method is
performed by comparing the values of θ(x) at suitable points around xk; neither
derivatives nor explicit approximations of derivatives are computed. More pre-
cisely, the search of xk+1 is carried on in two phases. In the first phase we com-
pare θ(xk) with the values of θ(x) at n trial points xk + εkej , j = 1, ..., n, where
εk > 0 is a given steplength; if we find a trial point ξ such that θ(ξ) < θ(xk),
we take ξ as the new iterate xk+1, else, in the second phase, we check the
points xk − εkej , j = 1, ..., n. If neither this set contains a point ξ such that
θ(ξ) < θ(xk), then we half εk and go back to the first phase. From this short de-
scription it results that, given a starting point x0 ∈ IRn and an initial steplength
ε0 > 0, the a-method generates a sequence {xk} such that θ(xk+1) < θ(xk) for
k ≥ 0.
Under the assumptions that θ is a C1-function, the level set
L(x0) = {x∈ IRn : θ(x) ≤ θ(x0)}
is bounded and the set
S = {x ∈ L(x0) : ∇θ(x) = 0}
contains an isolated point, it is possible to prove the global convergence of the
a-method to a stationary point for θ (see Refs. 10-11 and Proposition 1.2.38 in
[14]).
In the hybrid method, the b-method and the a-method are combined as
follows: given the current iterate xk and a steplength εk, first of all the b-
method is tried with hk = εk; if a failure occurs in the computation of dk or in
the linesearch, the first phase of the iteration of the a-method is activated; if
even it fails to compute xk+1, then a new trial is made with the b-method, which
is invoked with hk = −εk; if this also fails, the second phase of the iteration of
the a-method is activated. If, for a given εk, both methods fail both trials, then
we half εk and start again. A sketch of the iteration is given below:
Step 0. Given xk ∈ IRn, εk > 0, β ∈ (0, 1), λ ∈ (0, 1), M > 0.
Step 1. Compute a matrix Uk ∈ ∂BΦ(y)|y=G(xk).
Step 2. Set hk = εk; compute ξj = xk + εkej , for j = 1, ..., n, and Ghk(xk) by
(2); set Wk = UkGhk(xk).
Step 3. Try an iteration of the b-method. If it is successful, then update εk
and go to Step 8.
Step 4. Set ξ = argmin{θ(ξj), j = 1, ..., n}; if θ(ξ) < θ(xk), then set xk+1 = ξ,
εk+1 = εk and go to Step 8.
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Step 5. Set hk = −εk; compute ξj = xk − εkej , for j = 1, ..., n, and Ghk(xk)
by (2); set Wk = UkGhk(xk).
Step 6. Try an iteration of the b-method. If it is successful, then update εk
and go to Step 8.
Step 7. Set ξ = argmin{θ(ξj), j = 1, ..., n}; if θ(ξ) < θ(xk), then set xk+1 = ξ,
εk+1 = εk and go to Step 8; else, set εk = εk/2 and go to Step 2.
Step 8. End of iteration.
After a successful iteration of the b-method (steps 3 and 6), εk has to be
properly updated. Here we’ll use the following rule:
εk+1 = min(εk, ‖xk+1 − xk‖, ‖H(xk)‖) (5)
which, as shown in the sequel, allows to obtain good convergence properties;
these properties essentially follow from the monotonicity of {εk} and from the
presence of the term ‖H(xk)‖ in (5). Moreover, (5) takes into account the
twofold meaning of the parameter εk; in fact, εk gives the steplength used in
the forward or backward finite difference formula, but it represents at the same
time the steplength used by the a-method: so the term ‖xk+1 − xk‖ is useful,
by a practical point of view, in order to relate εk to the scaling of the problem
with respect to the independent variable.
From the algorithm it is clear that when the a-method is invoked (steps 4
and 7) all the values of G already computed by the b-method (steps 2 and 5)
are fully exploited. Hence, the extra computational cost involved depends only
on the cost of evaluating Φ(y), which is very low in many problems coming from
real applications.
The convergence properties of the hybrid method are stated in the theorems
which follow. These are standard results and we give only a sketch of the proofs.
In the theorems, θ is assumed to be a C1-function: as we already remarked, this
assumption, exploited in several works concerning semismooth equations (see,
e.g., Refs. 7-9, 15), is satisfied in a wide and interesting class of problems arising
from complementarity and variational inequalities problems.
Theorem 2.2 Let H be such that H = Φ ◦ G, with Φ a locally Lipschitzian
function and G a LC1-function. Let x0 ∈ IRn and ε0 > 0 be given. Assume
that θ is a C1-function, the level set L(x0) is compact and the set S contains
an isolated point. Then every accumulation point for {xk} is a stationary point
for θ.
Proof. Sketch of Proof. First of all, the compactness of L(x0) and the mono-
tonicity of the sequence {θ(xk)} imply that some accumulation points for {xk}
exist. If there exists kˆ such that xk is computed by the a-method for every
k ≥ kˆ, the result directly follows by the properties of the a-method. Otherwise,
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for an infinite number of indices k the iterate xk is computed by the b-method
and ‖H(xk)‖ < (1 − λMβ)‖H(xk−1)‖; since the whole sequence {‖H(xk)‖} is
decreasing, from (1−λMβ) < 1 it follows that ‖H(xk)‖ → 0. By known calculus
rules ([12]) we have
∇θ(x) = WH(x) (6)
for any matrix W ∈ ∂BH(x). Taking into account the continuity of ∇θ and the
boundedness of the matrices in ∂BH(x), from (6) the desired result follows. 2
Remark 2.1 In order to prove a stronger convergence result some assumptions
have to be added. For example, if x∗ is an accumulation point for {xk} isolated
in S and there exists C > 0 such that ‖W−1k ‖ ≤ C for every k such that xk+1
is computed by the b-method, then it can be proved that xk → x∗; the proof uses
arguments which are standard for similar results (see, e.g., Refs. 14, 16).
Remark 2.2 Theorem 2.2 and Remark 2.1 state conditions under which the
sequence generated by the hybrid method converges to a stationary point for θ.
Stronger assumptions are needed in order to obtain the convergence to a solution
of (1). For example, (6) implies that if x∗ is a stationary point for θ such that
at least one matrix W ∈ ∂BH(x∗) is nonsingular, then x∗ solves (1).
We can now state the following theorem about the rate of convergence of
the hybrid method.
Theorem 2.3 Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 hold. Let x∗ be
a solution of (1) such that xk → x∗ and all the matrices W∗ ∈ J(x∗) are
nonsingular. If Φ is semismooth at G(x∗), the rate of convergence is superlinear.
If Φ is strongly semismooth at G(x∗), then the rate of convergence is quadratic.
Proof. Sketch of Proof. By Lemma 2.1, for k large enough all the iteration
matrices Wk are nonsingular and uniformly bounded; then, dk → 0 due to
H(xk)→ 0. Therefore, we can use classical arguments (cfr. Theorem 4.4 in [9])
to prove that
‖H(xk + dk)‖ = o(‖H(xk)‖)
and from this it follows, for k large enough,
‖H(xk + dk)‖ < (1− β)‖H(xk)‖
so that the iteration of the b-method is successful with λk = 1. Since, under
our assumptions, it is proved ([17]) that ‖H(xk)‖ = O(‖xk − x∗‖), due to the
choice (5) for εk, the results about the rate of convergence directly follow from
the properties of the local method (4) stated in Theorem 2.1. 2
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3 Numerical Results
The potential of the proposed hybrid method was tested by several numerical
experiments on test problems coming from nonlinear complementarity problems
(NCP for short) and box constrained variational inequalities widely used in the
literature. While referring to [17] for the complete experimentation, we report in
this section results about some semismooth systems with smooth natural merit
function coming from NCP.
We recall that the NCP consists in finding x ∈ IRn such that
x ≥ 0, F (x) ≥ 0, xTF (x) = 0 (7)
where F : IRn 7→ IRn is a given smooth function.
Let φ(a, b) =
√
a2 + b2 − a− b be the well known Fischer-Burmeister NCP-
function ([18]); since φ(a, b) = 0 if and only if a ≥ 0, b ≥ 0 and ab = 0, x∗ solves




 = 0. (8)











The function G has the same degree of smoothness as F and Φ is a strongly
semismooth function. In addition, for a given y ∈ IR2n, the matrices U ∈












i+n − 1 if y2i + y2i+n 6= 0









i+n − 1 if y2i + y2i+n 6= 0
βi − 1 otherwise
for i = 1, ..., n, with αi and βi arbitrary non negative constants such that
α2i + β
2
i = 1. In our experiments we obtained substantially similar results
using several different choices for αi and βi; in this section we report results
obtained by using αi = βi =
√
2/2 for i = 1, ..., n.
The properties of reformulation (8) of the NCP have been widely studied
(Refs. 8-9, 15, 19). In particular, H is semismooth if F is a C1-function, and
strongly semismooth if F is a LC1-function. A key property is that the natural
merit function θ is a C1-function even if H is nonsmooth. Moreover, under
some suitable assumptions on F (for example if F is an uniform P-function),
the level sets of θ are compact.
The hybrid method was implemented in a double precision FORTRAN77
code and run on a HP J5000 work station (machine precision ≈ 10−16). The
linear algebraic systems were solved by LU factorization, using the double pre-
cision version of the routines F07ADF and F07AEF of the NAG Fortran Library
Mk 17 (corresponding to the routines DGETRF and DGETRS of LAPACK).
The stopping criterion was
‖H(xk)‖ ≤ 10−6,
while failure was declared when 300 iterations were performed without satisfying
the stopping criterion or when εk was reduced below 10−11.
Throughout the computational experiments, we used several values for the
parameters β, λ and M in the linesearch strategy; the results given in this
section were obtained with β = 0.025, λ = 0.5, M = 4.
Below some numerical results are reported about a few significant problems,
chosen to highlight the typical behaviour of the method. For each problem, sev-
eral starting points from literature and several values for ε0 were used. Further,
a comparison was made with the results obtained by the local method (4), which




as in the local secant method studied in [4], and
hk =
{ √
εm‖xk‖ if ‖xk‖ 6= 0√
εm otherwise
(10)
which is a standard choice in the context of discrete Newton methods for smooth
systems of nonlinear equations ([20]). For all but one (see Example 3.1) the
problems here reported the two choices produced identical results.
In the tables we summarize the results by the following data:
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SP is the starting point;
Il is the total number of iterations performed by the local method (4);
ε0 is the initial steplength;
Ih is the total number of iterations performed by the hybrid method;
Ia is the number of iterations performed by the a-method;
LU is the number of LU factorizations;
FE is the number of evaluations of the function G, i.e. of the function F ;
‖H(xf )‖ is the norm of H in the final iterate xf .
A “-” sign in the tables denotes a failure. We remark that the number of
LU factorizations is reported since the number of linear systems to be solved
at each iteration of the hybrid method is not fixed, so that the iterations may
have different computational cost depending on how many LU factorizations are
performed. We also remark that FE includes the number of function evaluations
needed to compute the matrices Ghk(xk).
Example 3.1. Watson Fourth Problem (Refs. 8-9, 21-22). This is a NCP
of dimension n = 5 proposed in [22]; the function F is the following:
Fi(x) = 2(xi − i+ 2) exp{
5∑
j=1
(xj − j + 2)2}, for i = 1, ..., 5.
The problem admits the degenerate solution x∗ = (0, 0, 1, 2, 3). We recall
that a degenerate solution for a NCP is a solution x∗ such that, for at least one
index i, x∗i = Fi(x
∗) = 0. It is worth mentioning that the function H defined by
(8) is non differentiable at a degenerate solution. The starting points used were
the following: pi1 = (0, ..., 0), pi2 = (1, ..., 1), pi3 = (2, ..., 2), pi4 = (3, ..., 3), pi5 =
(−1, ...,−1), pi6 = (−2, ...,−2) and pi7 = (−3, ...,−3); all these points, excluded
pi4 and pi7, were suggested in [9]. Due to the presence of the exponential, the
problem is prone to overflow and therefore starting points too large in norm
have to be avoided.
In Table 1 some results for this problem are given. We see that the problem
resulted to be quite difficult for the local method (4), which failed in several
cases with both the choices (9) and (10) for hk; the successes reported in Table
1 were obtained with the second choice for hk. In fact, using the first one, the
method required a larger number of iterations in order to satisfy the stopping
criterion (typically 19-20 iterations instead of 3-4); this is due to the fact that
the norm of H became very large at the first iterations (‖H‖ ' 107 at the second
iteration), and the steplengths given by (9) were therefore too large.
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Concerning the hybrid method, we give in Table 1 results obtained with two
values for M (M = 4 and M = 8) and two values for ε0 (ε0 = 0.1 and ε0 = 1).
For each considered value of M , the method converged from all the starting
points, using one or both the ε0 values considered; the failures for ε0 = 0.1 with
the starting point pi7 were caused by overflow problems.
For ε0 = 0.1, the numbers of iterations Ih for all the starting points are
favourably compared with those obtained by other hybrid algorithms for semis-
mooth reformulations of NCP (see Refs. 8-9). Using ε0 = 1 the number of
iterations is substantially reduced.
Table 1 show that, for some starting points, several iterations were performed
by the a-method, due to failures of the linesearch strategy; concerning this, let
us note that increasing the number M of allowed trials in the linesearch, in fact,
didn’t avoid to invoke the a-method: using M = 8 instead of M = 4 increased
the cost of the method in term of function evaluations but didn’t reduce the
number of iterations performed by the a-method.
Finally, the results show that when the local method (4) was successful,
the number of iterations performed by the hybrid method was larger. This is
probably due to the fact that the request of monotone decrease for ‖H‖ at each
iteration of the hybrid method was hardly satisfied in this problem, for which
the local method exhibited an highly nonmonotone behaviour. We presume that
a nonmonotone linesearch strategy could behave very well in this case.
Example 3.2. Problem HS66 (Refs. 8, 21, 23). This is the 66th nonlinear
programming problem from the Hock-Schittkowski collection ([24]) reformulated
as a nonlinear complementarity problem. The NCP has dimension n = 8 and is
defined by
F1(x) = −0.8 + x4 exp{x1}+ x6
F2(x) = −x4 + x5 exp{x2}+ x7
F3(x) = 0.2− x5 + x8
F4(x) = x2 − exp{x1}
F5(x) = x3 − exp{x2}
F6(x) = 100− x1
F7(x) = 100− x2
F8(x) = 10− x3
The starting points we used for this problem are the following: the points
pi1 = (1, ..., 1), pi2 = (2, ..., 2), pi3 = (1, 1, 1, 0, ..., 0), pi4 = (−1,−1,−1, 1, ..., 1), pi5 =
(1, 1, 1,−10, ...,−10), pi6 =(1, 1, 1,−1, ...,−1), pi7 =(−1,−1,−1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) and pi8 =
(0, 0, 0, 1, ..., 1), used in [23]; the point pis = (0, 1.05, 2.9, 0, ..., 0), defined in [21]
from the standard point in [24], and some multiples of pis listed in Table 2,
where the results obtained with ε0 = 0.1 are reported.
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For this problem both the local and the hybrid method succeeded for al-
most all the starting points, converging to x∗ ' (0.184126, 1.20217, 3.32732,
0.665464, 0.200000, 0, 0, 0). The numbers of iterations performed by the two
methods were in general comparable, except for a few cases (starting points
2 ·pis, 3 ·pis and 5 ·pis), where the larger computational effort for the hybrid
method was probably due to the required monotonicity, as for Example 3.1. We
also notice that, due to the contribution of the a-method, the hybrid method
was able to recover the failure of the local method starting from pis.
Example 3.3. Problem HS34 (Refs. 8, 21, 23). As the previous, this NCP
comes from the reformulation of a nonlinear programming problem, the 34th,
from the Hock-Schittkowski collection ([24]). The dimension of the NCP is still
n = 8 and the function F is given by
F1(x) = −1 + x4 exp{x1}+ x6
F2(x) = −x4 + x5 exp{x2}+ x7
F3(x) = −x5 + x8
F4(x) = x2 − exp{x1}
F5(x) = x3 − exp{x2}
F6(x) = 100− x1
F7(x) = 100− x2
F8(x) = 10− x3
The starting points are the same used for the Problem HS66. In Table 3 we
report the results obtained with ε0 = 0.1 starting from the points pi1 to pi8, for
which method (4) succeeded. The hybrid method was also successful, in general
with a larger computational effort and with several iterations performed by the
a-method.
In Table 4 we show the results obtained with the starting point pis and its
multiples, using ε0 = 1. Here, the situation is completely different: for almost
all such points the local method (4) failed, while the hybrid method was able to
satisfy the stopping criterion from all but one the starting points; in many cases
the a-method was invoked several times. We remark that, for these starting
points, the hybrid method was successful also using values for ε0 smaller than
1, even if with a larger number of iterations.
The computed solution for this problem, whatever starting point was used,
was x∗'(0.834032, 2.30259, 10.0000, 0.434294, 0.043429, 0, 0, 0.043429).
Example 3.4. Josephy Problem (Refs. 8, 19, 21, 23, 25-26). This is a
classical NCP included in the MCPLIB library ([26]); it has dimension n = 4 and
is described by the following function:
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F1(x) = 3x21 + 2x1x2 + 2x
2
2 + x3 + 3x4 − 6
F2(x) = 2x21 + x
2
2 + x1 + 3x3 + 2x4 − 2
F3(x) = 3x21 + x1x2 + 2x
2
2 + 2x3 + 3x4 − 1
F4(x) = x21 + 3x
2
2 + 2x3 + 3x4 − 3
The problem has the unique solution x∗ = (
√
6/2, 0, 0, 1/2). We used all
the starting points suggested in the cpstart.m file of the MCPLIB library: pi1 =
(0, ..., 0), pi2 = (1, ..., 1), pi3 = (100, ..., 100), pi4 = (1, 0, 1, 0), pi5 = (1, 0, 0, 0),
pi6 = (0, 1, 1, 0), pi7 = (0, 1, 0, 1) and pi8 = (1.25, 0, 0, 0.5). The results, obtained
with ε0 = 0.01, are reported in Table 5. We remark that almost all the failures
of the local method (4) were recovered by the hybrid method, without large
computational efforts, thanks to the linesearch strategy.
Example 3.5. Kojima Problem (Refs. 8-9, 19, 21, 23, 25-26). As the
previous, this is a classical NCP included in the MCPLIB library; the dimension
is n = 4 and the problem is defined by:
F1(x) = 3x21 + 2x1x2 + 2x
2
2 + x3 + 3x4 − 6
F2(x) = 2x21 + x
2
2 + x1 + 10x3 + 2x4 − 2
F3(x) = 3x21 + x1x2 + 2x
2
2 + 2x3 + 9x4 − 9
F4(x) = x21 + 3x
2
2 + 2x3 + 3x4 − 3
The problem is widely used in literature since it has two solutions, x∗1 =
(
√
6/2, 0, 0, 1/2) and x∗2 = (1, 0, 3, 0), the first of them being degenerate. The
starting points suggested in the MCPLIB library are the same as for the Josephy
Problem (pi1 to pi8). The results, obtained with ε0 = 0.01, are reported in
Table 6, where a superscript d denotes that the method reached the degenerate
solution. Also for this problem the hybrid method had a regular behaviour and
converged from almost all the starting points, without excessive computational
effort; moreover, for most of the points, it satisfied the stopping criterion in less
iteration than method (4).
4 Conclusions and Perspectives
The computational results presented in Section 3 show that the hybrid approach
proposed in this paper may yield robust and effective algorithms for the solution
of composite semismooth equations. In the meantime, the comparison with the
local method (4) indicates that even better performance could be attained by
relaxing the requirement that the value of the merit function decreases at each
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iteration; this may be accomplished, for example, by using some nonmonotone
linesearch strategy (see, e.g., Refs. 11, 27).
The numerical examples presented in this paper are still just academic ex-
amples. It is our intent consider in future work testing the hybrid approach
on problems coming from real applications. This goal implies two aspects. On
one hand, semismooth nonlinear equations that model real applications are usu-
ally of large or very large scale. Therefore the linear algebraic systems cannot
be solved by direct methods and considering inexact methods is of crucial im-
portance. On the other hand, some recent papers (Refs. 19, 28) show that
NCP-functions different from the Fischer-Burmeister function lead to semis-
mooth reformulations of nonlinear complementarity and variational inequality
problems with appealing theoretical and computational properties. The practi-
cal advantages of such reformulations should be particularly interesting for large
problems. A cost to be paid is in general the lack of smoothness for the natural
merit function. Hence, we intend to investigate the possibility of making our
algorithms more flexible and extending our approach to semismooth systems
with nondifferentiable merit functions.
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